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Ivan Ohienko

St. Michael's Cathedral

Ivan Ohienko was a Ukrainian
Orthodox cleric, linguist, church
historian, and historian of Ukrainian
culture.
He was also active in
Ukrainian politics, both during the
revolution and later in emigration.

St. Michael's Cathedral is a Ukrainian Orthodox Church
in Adelaide, Australia.
Church construction was
completed in late November 1953.

Taras Shevchenko

Taras Shevchenko was a Ukrainian poet and artist. He is also known under the name Kobzar. His literary
heritage is regarded to be the foundation of modern Ukrainian literature and, to a large extent, the modern
Ukrainian language. Shevchenko also wrote in Russian. He left many masterpieces as a painter and an
illustrator. This sheet celebrates the 200th anniversary of his birth.
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Vanity Stamps

The 2007 Vanity Stamps included a Ukrainian Postage Stamp. with a label on the side that the customer could have a
custom picture printed. The four different designed were:
Oranta (Upper Left)  The Oranta is a gold plated angel statue found in Independence Square in Kiev. It stands on top of a
tall pillar.
Pecherska Lavra (Lower Left)  The Pecherska Lavra is a monastary and church in Kiev that dates back to 1015 AD.
Red Flowers (Upper Right)  A bouquet of of red flowers is pictured.
Wedding Rings (Lower Right)  Two wedding rings are shown against a blue background with blue flowers.

Sea Launch

Leonid Kadeniuk

Sea Launch is a spacecraft launch
service that uses a mobile sea platform
for equatorial launches of commercial
payloads on specialized Zenit 3SL
rockets. It has assembled and
launched thirtyone rockets, with two
failures and one partial failure.

Leonid Kadeniuk is the only astronaut
of independent Ukraine. He made his
flight on NASA's Columbia in 1997 as
part of the international mission STS
87. Kadeniuk holds the rank of
Ukrainian Air Force Major General.
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Europa  100 Years of Scouting

Ukraine issued a setenant pair to commemorate 100 years of
Scouting. The stamp on the left shows the emblem for 100 Years of
Scouting. The stamp on the right shows a group of children from the
Ukrainian scouting organization, Plast, from the early 1920s.

Paintings of Kiev

The 2007 Paintings of Kiev stamps show the following works of art: "The Walk on Kiev" by Julija Kuznetsova 
2004 (left), "Sunny Day, Yiaroslaw Embankment" by Vitali Petrovsky 1997 (upper center), "Snowfall" by Maria
Lashkewich  2007 (lower center), and "Adventure in Kyiv" by Yulia Kuznetsova 2004 (right)
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Europa  100 Years Of Scouting Booklet

The 2007 Europa stamps were also issued as a miniatue booklet. The booklet stamps
are larger than the sheet stamps and have a different perforation.
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Igor Stravinsky

Roman Shukhevych

Igor Stravinsky was a Russian, and
later French and American composer,
pianist
and
conductor.
He
is
considered by many to be one of the
most
important
and
influential
composers of the 20th century.

Roman Shukhevych, also known by
his pseudonym Taras Chuprynka, was
a Ukrainian politician and military
leader, and General of the Ukrainian
Insurgent Army (UPA).

Dogs
This
miniature
sheet
shows 6 different dog
breeds: Pug (upperleft),
Irish Setter (uppercenter),
Alaskan Malamute (upper
right),
Basset
Hound
(lowerleft), Bull Mastif
(lowercenter), and Amer
ican
Cocker
Spaniel
(lowerright).
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Cats
This minisheet features 6
different domestic cats:
American Shorthair (up
perleft), Sphynx (upper
middle), Scottish Fold
(upperright), Snowshow
(lowerleft), Russian Blue
(lowermiddle),
Somali
(lowerright)

Diesel Locomotives
Four different diesel loco
motives are pictured on
these stamps. The upper
left shows the TE1, a
design based on the Alco
RSD1 diesel locomotive
made in the US. The up
perright stamp shows the
TE2 which was 40 tons
lighter and 7 meters
shorter than the Te1, but
just as powerful. The
lowerleft stamp shows
the TE3, a locomotive with
4,000 hp total capcity.
This was the first diesel
locomotive mass pro
duced to replace steam
locomotives. The lower
right stamp shows the
TE7, a diesel locomotive
designed to pull passen
ger cars. It's top speed
was increased from the
100 km/h of the TE3 to
140 km/h.
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Wedding Headdress

The 2007 Headdress sheet features wedding headdress. Pictured on the sheet are: First row left side: wreath  unknown area, First row
middle: wreath  Lvivska area, First row right side: wreath  Kyivska area, Second row left side: headband  IvanoFrankivsk area, Second row
middle: wreath  Lvivska area, Second row right side: hat  IvanoFrankivsk area, Third row left side: wreath  Lvivska area, Third row middle:
hat  IvanoFrankivsk area, Third row right side: wreath  Ternopilska area, Fourth row left side: hat  Ternopilska area, Fourth row middle:
wreath  IvanoFrankivsk area, Fourth row right side: hat  Ternopilska area.

Wedding Headdress
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Preservation of Dniestr Fauna

This joint issue with Moldova has a Russian stugeon on the left, a Perch on the right, and a label in th middle showing the border
between Ukraine and Moldova.

PereiaslavKhmelnytskyi

Great White Pelican

The city of PereiaslavKhmelnytskyi was men
tioned for the first time in the text of the Rus'
treaty with the Byzantine Empire. Vladimir I built
a large fortress here in 992 to protect the south
ern limits of Kievan Rus' from raids of nomads.
This stamp commemorates it 1100th an
niversary.
A social and cooperative bird, the great white pelican fishes in the early
morning, spending the remainder of the day preening and bathing.
Groups of birds bathe in shallow water, ducking their heads and bodies
beneath the surface and flapping their wings. The 2007 WWF issue
commemorates this large bird, This setenant shows different poses
for the great white pelican

Great White Pelican

A social and cooperative bird, the great white pelican fishes in the early morning, spending the remainder of the day preening and bathing. Groups of
birds bathe in shallow water, ducking their heads and bodies beneath the surface and flapping their wings. The 2007 WWF issue commemorates this
large bird, This minature sheet contains 4 setenanrs, 2 labels showing the great white Pelican in flight, and two labels describing the pelican, one in
Ukrainian and one in English.
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Sputnik  50th
Anniversary
Sputnik was the first artifi
cial Earth satellite. The
Soviet Union launched it
into an elliptical low Earth
orbit on 4 October 1957.
This souvenir sheet por
trays the satellite along
with Serhyi Korolov (1907
1966)
and
Valyntyn
Hlushko
(19081989).
Serhyi Korolov was the
Sputnik's chief designer.
Valyntyn Hlushko was the
chief designer of the
booster rocket that put
Sputnik in orbit.

New Year and Christmas

New Year and Christmas Vanity Stamp

The New Years and Christmas setenant pictures a set
of angels riding a sled on one stamp and angels
decorating a tree on another stamp.

A Christmas/New Year vanity stamp was issued with a label
where a personalized picture could be printed by
Ukrposhta.
The stamp features angels decoratng a
Christmas Tree.

Euro 2012

Ukraine began preparation in 2007 to cohosts the Euro
2012 Football Championship with Poland. The stamp shows
a football, the flags of Ukraine and Poland and trident.
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Ukrainian Peasant Houses

This miniature sheet shows peasant houses of Ukraine. The two middle columns show the exterior of various Ukrainian homes. A label next to the
stamp shows the interior of the house. The following regions are shown  First row left side: Polisyia area, First row right side: Polatavshchyna
(Khorolshchyna) area, Second row left side: Bukovyna area, Second row right side: Boikivshchyna area, Third row left side: Polatavshchyna area, Third
row right side: Lower Dnipro area
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Ukrainian Peasant House

This miniature sheet shows peasant houses of Ukraine. The two middle columns show the exterior of various Ukrainian homes. A label next to the
stamp shows the interior of the house. The following regions are shown  First row left side: Podilyia area, First row right side: Kyivska area, Second
row left side: Lemkivshchyna area, Second row right side: Hutsulshchyna area, Third row left side: Volyn area, Third row right side: Slobozhanshchyna
area.
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Traditional Costumes

These stamps depict the native costumes worn by individuals in diffrent regions during specific folk cultural or
religious celebrations.
The first area represented is Khmelnytska Region. The first stamp shows Christmas Carolers. The second stamp
shows the Feast of St. Simeon.
The second area represented is the Bukovyna Region. The first stamp shows the Feast of St. Ephrosinia. The
second stamp shows the Feast of the Ascension.
The third area represented is the Zakarpatyia Region. The first stamp shows the holiday of Kuzma and Demyan,
the patron saints of blacksmiths. The second stamp shows the holiday Radonitsa, which is a commemoration of
the departed observed on the second Tuesday of Easter.
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Traditional Costumes

The 2007 Traditional Costumes stamp was also available as a souvenir sheet.
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7th Definitive Series
Doll

Whistle

Spinning Wheel

Braided Water
Bottle

Ceramic Water
Bottle

Wooden Ladle

Glass Jug

Glass Water
Bottle

Twin Pots

Straw Horse

Glass Water Jug

Clay Pot

Candelabra

Clay Bull

Inkwell

The 7th Definitive Series of stamps features pictures of cultural artifacts. The stamps were issued over a 3 month period of time.
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7th Definitive Series  Type II
Doll

Whistle

Spinning Wheel

Ceramic Water
Bottle

Wooden Ladle

Glass Jug

Twin Pots

Straw Horse

Glass Water Jug

Clay Pot

Candelabra

Clay Bull

Inkwell

The 7th Definitive Series of stamps features pictures of cultural artifacts. The stamps were issued over a 3 month period of time.
These stamps are a microprint variety that have "II" printed next to the year 2007 in their microprint.
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